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A small group of town residents have to band together after a devastating ground invasion. As they
struggle to survive, they realize they must stay one step ahead of their attackers, and work together
for a chance to strike back. After their small Australian country town is annihilated by an
overwhelming airborne attack, a group of civilians evade capture and discover they are now among
the last remaining survivors of an extraterrestrial invasion engulfing the entire planet. As humanity
falls under world-wide occupation, they form a home-grown army to fight back against vastly
superior enemy forces. On the front lines of the battle for Earth, they are our last hope. Not very
much to say. Tin-grade stage props and special effects that take you back to the glorious 80s, you
can stomach these if you have a good script in your hands, crafted dialog and some credible acting.
None of that here, though. "Honest" Aussie macho cliches for dialog, holes in the script that could let
a mothership through, and as for acting... makes your eyes hurt. A low budget sci-fi indie gem it is
not. Just a low-budget soap with some aliens in it. I stopped watching less than half-way through. I've
been following this production for a long time and finally traveled across town to see it.

What an epic.

Yes, the film makers didn't have all the money in the world, but what they pulled off is amazing and
really made me question what is achievable in this country.

Well done to the producers. The movie’s derivative but lively and has a surprising scope.
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